Art Around the World!
By Denis Roche
Presents instructions for making art projects from around the world including Mexican weaving, Peruvian burial masks, Norwegian Viking helmets, French stained glass, and Chinese scrolls.

The History of Toys
By Deborah Jaffé
This text traces the history of toys through the ages. It reflects changing attitudes to childhood as well as the influences of technology and the invention of materials. It explores the various influences on toys from politics and marketing to religion and education.

Monuments
By Judith Dupré
From the award-winning, bestselling author of Skyscrapers, Churches, and Bridges comes a stunning visual history that serves as a tribute to classic American landmarks.

Circus
Some are born to it. Others run to it. Come run away to the circus. Experience the fascinating reality of one of our most potent collective fantasies. Join the company and crew of the legendary Big Apple Circus for their annual 350-show tour, an epic, unforgettable journey from town to town and stand to stand, from the big top to the ‘backyard’ where the trailers are parked and the true heart of the circus beats.

ANTS
By Sophie Lockwood
Ants are everywhere, from the Amazon rain forest to your backyard picnic. Some make nests while others work together to survive. Learn about these amazing social insects and how they keep our more familiar meals alive.

EDIBLE NATIVE PLANTS OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS
By Harold David Harrington
A listing of edible plants of the Rockies and recipes for the preparation of beers and wines, jams and preserves, the cooking of greens and the preparation of dyes, as well as brief histories of the peoples,Lewis and Chinook, and the nations, Chinook and Lewis, who passed through the Rockies.
SIR CHARLIE; CHAPLIN, THE FUNNIEST MAN IN THE WORLD
By Sid Fleishman

A Newbery Medalist presents one of the most compelling rags-to-riches stories of modern times, in this biography of the legendary Little Tramp, Charlie Chaplin. Includes archival prints and photos.

WEAVING A NAVAJO BLANKET
By Amanda Reichard Gladys Amanda

The author of this guide spent four summers during the 1930s among the Navajos, from whom she learned the principles of weaving. This book conducts readers through the process, introducing the materials and methods of the Navajo style and commenting on history, patterns, symbolism, and other related matters. 97 illustrations.

HOW MANY ANTS?
By Larry Dane Brimner

Ten ants, twenty ants, all the way up to one hundred ants join the group marching up a hill, by a lake, and over the leaves in hopes of eating a tall, tall cake.

TRAIL MIX
By Louis L'Amour

Classic stories by the greatest writer of Western fiction the world has known. More than any writer before or since, Louis L'Amour brought the American West to life. His action-packed stories dealt with eternal themes—honor, deceit, passion, betrayal, loyalty, courage, love. His settings were historically accurate, his prose riveting, and his characters colorful: good guys, bad guys, toughs, roughs, sidekicks, and saints.